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n investment in knowledge pays the best interest, as the shrewd 18th century American
politician Benjamin Franklin once said. It’s an observation that still rings just as true today.
Whether you are a London black cab driver doing ‘The Knowledge’ or a merchant timber trade
counter manager, responsible for profitably answering queries from builders, architects and the
public, your investment of time and energy in improving your ability to do business can pay dividends.
From the employer’s perspective, no-one can ignore the positive research from the Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development (CIPD) showing direct links between investment in learning and development
and increasing productivity. Their 2015 report entitled ‘Investing in productivity: unlocking ambition’, found
that 67% of organisations where investment in learning and development had increased over a period of
two years also realised productivity gains. Productivity in the merchant timber context means selling more
timber, more profitably, and to a wider range of customers, brought in by your company’s reputation for
sound advice and fit for purpose products.
There are many valid schemes delivering timber knowledge, from our own TTF Timber Merchanting Level 3
online package, to training successfully delivered face to face by individual expert timber trainers. To this
mix we have recently added a TTF Essential Foundations of Sales Management course, which takes place
over a year, bringing confidence in developing sales techniques and managing customer relationships. The
course is accredited by the Institute of Sales Management.
With TTF members being part of a much wider timber supply chain, the TTF organises many different
types of development, designed to bring knowledge and to secure business-building confidence. Last year
we held our first training session for those involved in selling to specifiers, which went into great detail
about what information is needed and how to approach this very selective band within our industry’s
customer base.
The last of our series of joint EUTR risk mitigation and due diligence workshops, run in conjunction with
the Office of Product Safety & Standards, took place a few weeks ago in April, looking at specific risks
in timber supply to the caravan industry. Since last autumn this series has addressed sector-specific risk
across a variety of our wood-buying industries. We have also stretched our co-operation net wide, holding
Brexit Transition workshops in conjunction with the Forestry Commission’s Plant Health team and other
Government departments. These covered wood imports and biosecurity during the Brexit process: a vital
issue as the UK imports nearly 60% of all its timber.
‘Growing the Use of Wood’ is central to the Timber Trade Federation’s mission. Within that we aim to
become enablers, both for our own members and those in the wider supply chain, bringing together the
strands of development which lead to better business for us all.
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TTF NEWS

Strength in
partnership
The Timber Trade Federation and the
Wood Protection Association (WPA)
are joining forces under a strategic
partnership agreement aimed at
strengthening the UK market for treated
wood. The agreement focuses both
organisations on working together to
tackle the ‘priority actions’ that came out
of an industry survey conducted jointly by
TTF and WPA in 2017/18.
The survey highlighted three key issues to
be addressed if demand for tread wood in the
UK is to grow. These included tackling buyer’s
knowledge, in order to correctly order or specify
treated wood; improving user awareness of
how to install and use pre-treated wood, and
building confidence in the performance of
treated wood through independent verification
of treatment quality.
Commenting on
the agreement TTF
Managing Director
Dave Hopkins said:
“This strategic
agreement is based
on a mutual desire
of the TTF and WPA
boards to work more
closely on matters of
common interest.”
WPA chief executive
Gordon Ewbank
added that it is the
synergies between
the TTF and WPA that
Picture: Wood Protection
made the partnership
Association
agreement an obvious
strategic move for both organisations: “The
WPA’s technical knowledge bank, standards
and regulatory expertise together with our
profile in the European wood protection market
make a great match with the TTF’s timber
supply chain understanding, communication
networks and lobbying influence.”
Under this agreement WPA will also make
available to TTF members its other specialist
services such as regulatory affairs, technical
support, the WPA Benchmark quality assurance
scheme and training at privileged partner
consultancy rates. Both organisations will
continue to operate as independent trade
associations. The agreement will have significant
potential to build confidence in treated wood
and grow demand, spearheaded by a ‘Treated
Timber You Can Trust’ campaign.

Success in timber sales
The Timber Trade Federation
has launched a sales training
programme for candidates
across the wood supply chain,
which results in successful
delegates receiving membership
of the professional body, the
Institute of Sales Management,
at Executive level. The TTF
Essential Foundations of Sales
Management course mixes
one-to-one tutoring with online
coursework, workshops and
projects.
The course is aimed at individuals who have
been identified as having potential in a sales role,
and aims to get them started on handing a small
portfolio of customers profitably on behalf of
their business. Over a 12 month period, six
one-day workshops take place away from the

candidate’s business. Two
assessed sales management
distance learning projects
are also undertaken by the
candidates with guidance
from the trainer.
Topics covered by the
training include customer and
competitor analysis, customer
relationship management,
KPIs for sales, territory
management, negotiation
skills, sales prospecting,
marketing, and turning customer objections
into sales. Continuing professional development
is available as a second stage to the Foundations
course, for managers looking to grow the
effectiveness of small sales teams. For further
details contact Karen Sussex at the Timber Trade
Federation: ksussex@ttf.co.uk.

Cladding and flooring take centre stage
Two new product-focused working
groups have been launched by the Timber
Trade Federation to bring its members
and timber users and specifiers together
for the common business good. The
Timber Flooring Working Group is looking
at sustainable sourcing of materials in the
flooring production supply chain, aiming
to give advice to all stakeholders later in
the year.

The Timber Cladding Working Group
is looking at access to markets, following
the introduction of the 18m height limit
for timber cladding externally on buildings,
introduced with the post-Grenfell amendment
to the Building Regulations. Industry
stakeholders, including builders’ merchants,
interested in attending these meetings should
contact the TTF at its headquarters in The
Building Centre in London.

Low growth
versus no growth
General consensus among the speakers
addressing the TTF’s UK National Softwood
Conference was that timber business in 2019
is likely to experience low growth, possibly
between 1-2%, rather than no growth.
The exception is said to be the RMI (repair,
maintenance and improvement) sector, for
which zero growth is predicted.
The lack of growth may possibly be offset
slightly by potentially more stable pricing, subject
to the outcome of Brexit negotiations.
David Hopkins, Managing Director of the
Timber Trade Federation, said: “No-one can
deny that Brexit has already begun to reduce

confidence in the marketplace, and that any
disruption to supply chains will have a serious
impact on our industry’s ability to supply the
materials to Keep Britain Building. The smooth
flow of imported timber into the UK is therefore
essential for the construction industry to function
normally.” The close correlation between
UK GDP and the value of softwood imports
continues to highlight the timber industry’s
inherent connection to the economic health of
the nation.
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Meyer Timber launch
Plywood Specialist training
Nationwide panel products supplier Meyer Timber are launching
their own training scheme to empower merchants to create
Plywood Specialists in their businesses, to help increase sales.
“Plywoods have become more of a technical product in the past 20
years,” says David Siggins, Commercial Director at Meyer Timber.
“We want our customers to be confident in selling the right
product for the right job, hence creating our 10-module training
package. It will educate our customers’ staff from beginner level
right through to CPD for experienced timber sales staff.”
Designed especially for builders’ merchants, the first modules comprise
basic information for new entrants to the trade. Further modules cover
the mathematics of estimating quantities, volumes and calculating areas,
all of which are key to helping the builder to buy the right amount of
materials. Other modules are product focussed, concentrating on specific
products for specific end uses, and the final modules, to be launched
later this year, represent in-depth CPD for experienced timber counter
sales staff, covering topics such as fire resistant plywoods, products from
around the world and their differences, and much more besides.
“This is a complete training package to support our builders’ merchant
customers in their quest for more profitable sales. Trained, confident

staff increase your reputation as a merchant, bringing greater sales
potential to your door, whatever the prevailing economic situation.
Builders recognise knowledgeable staff when they find them. Meyer
Timber is here to help our customers achieve top ratings from local
builders,” David Siggins says.

Faster working with MEDITE SMARTPLY

Two new developments in the MEDITE
SMARTPLY range have come about
through dialogue with customers,
resulting in easier and faster methods of
working.
In line with the Temporary Works Forum’s
Guide to Good Practice, SMARTPLY
SITEPROTECT, the company’s pre-primed,
heavy-duty, FSC®-certfied OSB3 site
hoarding, is now being manufactured in
a 16mm thickness. Lighter and easier to
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handle without compromising on quality,
moisture-resistant SMARTPLY SITEPROTECT
can be manufactured in sizes of up to three
metres high, giving additional security to
construction sites in all weathers.
Whether for fencing off temporary site
works or for longer-term security, SMARTPLY
SITEPROTECT’s sustainability profile can
also contribute towards gaining credits for
environmental building standards such as
BREEAM.

A new product for the drylining trade,
PATTRESS PLUS is the company’s new OSB3
panel specifically designed for the needs of
the conversion/renovation market and the
timber frame and offsite building sectors.
For contractors who construct plasterboard
partitions, PATTRESS PLUS panels feature
a continuous recess along one side that is
designed to accommodate ‘C’ studs without
the need to cut in slots on site. This key design
feature means that each panel sits flush against
the stud flange, holding steady while the other
side is screwed into place. This results in a
substantial reduction in dust and noise as no
cutting is required. This is turn saves greatly on
man-hours, especially on big installations.
PATTRESS PLUS panels are available in
thicknesses of 15mm or 18mm, widths
of 397mm or 597mm (to fit 400mm and
600mm stud centres), and lengths of
1250mm or 2397mm, in line with leading
plasterboard partition specifications. Market
researchers forecast steady growth for sales of
plasterboard and drylining products through
to 2022, subject to the outcome of Brexit
negotiations.

INNOVATION

UPM develops bio-based
bonding for plywood
TruDeck comes
closer to nature
TruDeck is a new wood composite decking
from Compass Forest Products and MBM
Forest Products. It aims to mirror more
closely the natural look and feel of
traditional timber decking.
Manufactured in Germany and PEFC™
certified, the 193mm wide boards, available in
two colourways, are a departure from other
forms of composite decking, reflecting trends
in interior flooring towards wider boards.
“TruDeck is manufactured by Germany’s
best-selling quality composite distributor.
Their confidence in their product is reflected
in the market leading warranty that covers
full remedial costs for 5 years,” says David
Whitehill, Director at Compass Forest Products.

New UK-focused
website
Södra Wood has launched a new UKspecific website, going beyond product
information to help promote the use of
wood and to help customers find relevant
information from the wider wood industry.
Nigel Buckley-Ryan, UK Sales Director,
Merchants, explains: “Södra is a cooperative of
over 51,000 Swedish forest-owners, producing
timber for customers around the globe. The UK
is one of our largest markets, so it’s important
to have a UK-focused website that provides indepth information about our products, and our
commitment to growing a sustainable timber
supply. It’s also a significant step forward in
Södra’s commitment to be the industry’s most
digitally-focused company.” The site comprises
a host of product information, specific customer
pages and up-to-date news from both Södra
and the timber sector in general, as well as an
image library for customers recommending,
selling or marketing Södra products.

WISA® BioBond® is a new bio-based
bonding solution developed by UPM,
intended for use in products such as its
plywoods.
UPM BioBond® is made from lignin, a
by-product of forest-based industry, and
the company is using it as a replacement to
fossil fuel-based phenol. The technology has
been tested and confirmed to meet technical
performance requirements for industrial plywood.
The roll-out of BioBond® is ongoing and the
technology is already in use at some UPM mills
producing WISA® Plywood.The development
reinforces the company’s philosophy of resource
efficiency as part of a sustainable and circular
economy.

Helping
shopfitters to
show their
colours
British shopfitters are colourful, creative
characters, and are becoming even more
so: it appears that sales of Valchromat
coloured engineered fibreboard are
soaring, according to exclusive UK
distributor James Latham.
Available in 10 striking, vibrant colours,
Valchromat is unique in that the colour
runs throughout the entire board. This
is achieved by adding organic dyes and a

specially formulated resin to the wood fibre
before pressing. Valchromat has become
extremely popular within the UK shopfitting
and furniture manufacturing sectors, and
is also being used in the hospitality market
where bold colours are used to make design
statements. It is also being utilised in the
exhibition fit-out sector, in furniture, and in
children’s toys.
Valchromat’s time and cost saving features
and include being quick and easy to finish as
no edging is required, being moisture and UV
resistant, and non-toxic. The wood content
of Valchromat boards is FSC®-certified and
sourced from forest waste, residue from
timber mills, and recycled Pine.
Valchromat is available from James Latham
in the following board sizes; 2500mm x
1850mm/1250mm and in 8mm, 12mm,
16mm, 19mm, 25mm and 30mm thicknesses.
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Top Tips for

SELLING TIMBER
Sawn timber
Sawmillers have spent the last decade
adding value to what was once considered a
commodity product. We asked Kevin Hayes,
Managing Director of AKZ Timber, to give us
his top tip for selling today’s sawn products:
“Make sure you are selling a product that’s
fit for purpose, either graded specifically for
the end purpose such as C16 or C24, or if it’s
treated timber, that its treatment is suitable
for the application, whether that’s to Use
Class 2, 3 or 4. Sawn products are much
more advanced than in the past: they have
greater value to the merchant and should be
treated accordingly. Customers value good
presentation, uniformity and consistent quality:
they also value on-time delivery, so remember
to keep your promises.”

As the Timber Trade Federation launches its sales
training course, experts share their top tips for selling
timber & wood products.

Picture: Snows Timber

Picture: Setra Wood Products UK

stock range. If you have more space, then
stocking a bigger range will enhance your sales
and enable you to service a larger variety of
customers.
“Labelling the products with their quality
also helps,” Snows’ Phil Jones continues.
“People can then appreciate the difference
in what they’re buying. Fifths Redwood PSEs
are a good quality, but where a higher quality
finish is required then Unsorted timber should
be recommended to give more of a joinery
grade end result. Remember that perception
is everything. If a builder sees dirty or damaged

stock in the racks it’s off-putting. Check your
stock regularly for damaged pieces.”

PSEs
Planed square edge timber is one of the staples
of the merchant trade, and is used by a myriad
of building trades. Plumbers for example buy
PSEs to help box in pipework, so having at
least some signage towards the PSEs in the
plumbing department, if not some actual
product, is useful for cross-selling.
What else matters in selling this basic
product profitably? We asked Phil Jones,
Sales Director at Snows Timber to give us his
top tip: “If you only have a small space then
keep 1-inch, 2-inch, 75x75mm,100x100mm,
38x150mm and 38x225mm as a smaller
Picture: Meyer Timber
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Mouldings
Much depends on the size of your merchant
branch as to the depth of range you can
display in solid timber mouldings, but what
else matters in selling these products today?
We asked Jason Dodd, Sales Manager at Setra
Wood Products UK, for his top tip: “Know
your customer base: analysing your sales is the
best way to determine whether your customers
are likely to buy on price or quality. Also look

SUCCESSFUL SELLING
around at the age of the housing stock nearby
as that will help determine the selection of
profiles that might give you good stock-turn.
Ask your supplier’s advice if you’re reviewing
your range: TTF members like Setra Wood
Products are here to help.”

Carcassing
Although carcassing can fly out of the yard
when the building season is at its height, it
doesn’t mean it should be left uncared for, if
you want to reap its full value. Keith Ainslie,
Sales Manager for Carcassing at James Jones
& Sons and Chairman of the TTF’s National
Softwood Division, gives us his top tip: “Packs
of carcassing aren’t like packs of bricks: they
need just a tiny bit of care and attention for
you to be able to sell every stick profitably.
Staple an old batten to the wrap on the
pack and at the end of each day re-cover the
pack to give it a bit of protection from the
elements. If you don’t there’s a chance that
the timber could deteriorate over time if left
totally uncovered.”

Picture: International Timber

Plywoods
There is a wide variety in the qualities and
types of plywoods available today. Selling
them properly and profitably starts with
understanding the builder’s intended end
use of the product and being confident that
you are selling the right product for the right
purpose. We asked David Siggins, Commercial
Director at panel products specialists Meyer
Timber, for his top sales tip: “Builders
merchants would sell more plywood if their
staff were more knowledgeable about the
products and the standards that apply to
them,” he says.
“To sell higher quality plywoods, and
thus increase your reputation and margin
opportunities, you need to be able to explain
to the customer why they should be buying
one product over another. There are many
variable factors, from the plywood face to the
core material, glue bond, and so on. That’s
why at Meyer Timber we’re launching our own
plywood training programme, available to all
our merchant customers.”

Cladding

Picture: James Jones & Sons

Timber cladding for heights up to 18m on
buildings is fashionable and much in demand.
For selling this more technical product, John
Dowd, Specialised Product Category Director
at International Timber, gives us his top tip:
“Suppliers are an integral part of the supply
chain, but it is merchants who must work
hand in hand with their builder customers to
define where and how the timber cladding will
be used. We may be able to offer merchants
a fire-retardant treatment for cladding, but
the environment in which the cladding is to
be used is vitally important, as is the backing
structure. One of the key factors is whether
the test data for the fire retardant treatment
is appropriate for the situation in which the
cladding will be used.”

Flooring
Picture: BalclasTimber

With many merchants now installing kitchen
showrooms in branches, augmenting the
offering with timber flooring adds further value

to kitchen sales for the merchant. But what’s
the best way to present it? We asked Tom Dee,
Flooring Manager at Brooks Brothers, for his
top tip: “Having a good selection of product
options on display is essential. These needn’t
take up huge amounts of space. At Brooks
Brothers we make flooring display panels for
our merchant customers that they can hang
on the wall. Demand for these has increased
substantially and we now have a waiting list
for making them, so it must be proving a
successful sales technique for merchants.”

Fencing
With more extreme weather events occurring
as climate change takes hold, fencing sales
should be a key constituent of the merchant
product range. We asked Martin Batts,
Timber Sales Director at Balcas, for his top tip
on fencing: “Any fencing installation is only
as good as the fence posts that support it.
Understanding what makes a good fence post
and the benefits it provides to the customer is
essential.
“Any softwood fence post that comes into
ground contact should be prepared and treated
to a Use Class 4 ground contact specification.
In the case of our Balcas Permapost Incised
Rounds and Square Sawn posts, they are kiln
dried and then incised at the critical ground
contact level, to ensure a deep penetration of
the Tanalith wood preservative. The result is a
product that gives the customer a post with a
15 year service life, and is backed by the Balcas
15 year performance guarantee. This year
marks over 45 years since we first introduced
our Permapost range of agricultural fencing, so
our fencing expertise has been relied upon for
a generation.”

Decking
It’s over 20 years since the BBC’s Ground
Force programme introduced the concept of
decking to the nation’s gardeners. For selling
today’s fast-moving landscaping products, we
asked for Phil Taylor, Regional Sales Director
at International Timber, to give us his top tip:
“Keep some decking samples to hand at the
trade counter, especially products like antislip decking. When you get an enquiry, while
you’re working out what decking the customer
needs, ask a bit more about the installation.
Do they have any steps or entrances where
some anti-slip would be beneficial? Are they
sure they want softwood? Can you present
some hardwood and composite alternatives
for them to think about? Never miss an
opportunity train your staff so they’re ready
to spot an opening to up-sell different, added
value decking products and accessories.”
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Splitting the

DIFFERENCE

Did the person facing you across the timber counter start their working life as a
carpenter or a joiner? There are distinct differences in their requirements. Making
good business relationships with both means understanding their needs.
Supply side perspective
“Many of those we used to know as site
carpenters are now ‘timber framers’ working
in the expanding timber frame housing
market,” says Jason Ostler, Managing Director
at Arbor Forest Products. “The lack of skilled
carpenters is beginning to push the mass
construction market more towards offsiteproduced housing, which is starting to divert
at least a proportion of business away from
merchants.
“To service professional carpenters
effectively, merchant staff need to know
the features and benefits of each applicable
product and thus be able to sell the right
product for the right job,” Arbor’s Jason
Ostler continues. “The skill set of small
joineries is diminishing all the time, so part of
the challenge for merchants is to make their
timber knowledge available, thus encouraging
local joinery firms to have confidence that the
merchant understands and can service their
needs.”

Wide Whitewood
One of the products often held by merchants
for servicing local joineries is wide whitewood,
often used for staircase production. Is it still a
good choice as a stock item? Mark Bowers,
Commercial Director at James Donaldson
Timber, thinks its use is declining as skill sets
change: “The use of wide whitewood in
general joinery has decreased significantly,” he
affirms. “It has been replaced to some extent
with MDF in products such as windowboard,
and elsewhere by laminated softwood and,
increasingly, by laminated hardwood products.
Regional housebuilders, often served by
builders merchants, also prefer MDF for stairs
and windowboard.
“Merchants with the right approach to
laminated products can do well,” adds
Donaldsons’ Mark Bowers. “Smaller bespoke
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Students at London’s Building Crafts College

joiners could be a good source of business,
providing you engage with them and research
their needs. Although not a volume product
for merchants, laminated wood is high value
proposition, so you need to sell less to make it
worthwhile.”
David Whitehill, Director at Compass
Forest Products, concurs: “Fewer shippers
are cutting wide whitewood these days.
The joinery market has also upgraded its
expectations in terms of product performance
and laminated timbers are mostly the
preferred choice. For the merchant it’s about
finding the right product niche for your local
customer base.”
Jason Dodd, Sales Manager at Setra Wood
Products UK, comments: “Over time it’s become

Launch of the IOC City Hub, London

more challenging for everyone to source the
large dimension log sizes which are capable
of producing the big, stable sections needed
for stair manufacture. The joinery industry has
now accepted that finger-jointed and laminated
timber actually provide a better, stronger product,
offering them less waste in the process.”
Adding his voice in agreement, Chris BowenDavies, Key Accounts Manager at Brooks Bros
Timber, confirms that laminated products are the
way forward in the joinery market: “Laminated
sections are gaining in popularity year on year,
and joiners are moving from softwoods into
laminated hardwoods. Smaller joiners are also
now warming to the potential of laminated
timbers, with stability being seen as the main
advantage.”

SELLING TO: CARPENTERS & JOINERS

Laminated products
Where should merchants start with laminated
products for the joinery sector? “Merchants
are understandably reluctant to make their
choice from the large number of ‘standard’
laminated joinery sections still used by the
window industry,” says Stephen King, Sales
Director, Industrial Solutions, at SCA Wood.
“Most joinery manufacturers are still keen to
have precisely their own specification, which
makes life difficult in a larger-scale supply
business like a builders’ merchant.
“In an area where there is a widespread
joinery sector, though, it could be worthwhile
for merchants to stock at least the standard
sections: 100x100mm, 75x75mm and so on,
as these have a multiplicity of uses,” SCA
Wood’s Stephen King adds. “The quality of
the dialogue between merchants and suppliers,
and merchants’ knowledge of the joinery
sector’s need, is definitely improving. Engaging
with local joiners and finding out what they
use regularly is the best way forward.”
David Whitehill at Compass Forest Products
adds: “Today’s smaller joinery firms are much
more sophisticated. Whereas previously they
might have taken a piece of 63x175mm
Unsorted and ripped the centre from it, they
now expect products like greensplit heartfree to be available in component lengths.
This could favour a merchant with cutting
facilities.”
The type of material joiners require depends
on the type of work they produce. “Joiners
undertaking bespoke work tend to have more
input into their clients’ projects,” says Brooks
Brothers’ Chris Bowen-Davies. “They favour
quality hardwoods and certain clear softwoods
like Douglas Fir and Southern Yellow Pine.
Light-colour temperate timbers are often used
in bespoke projects, sometimes contrasted with
the dark colour of Walnut.
“These days timbers like Utile and Sapele are
rarely chosen by joiners for their Mahogany-like
colours, as it’s been found that they machine
and take paint very well. Sapele is popular for
use in producing painted door framings and
linings and its density also makes it a good
choice for use in fire-door frames.”
“On the carpentry side, glulam beams are a
product which merchants could viably take on
board a small stock of more standard items,”
says SCA’s Stephen King. “Structural timbers
have always been a staple for merchants and
there’s no reason why the same shouldn’t
apply for new technologies such as glulam.”

Demand-side perspective
Michael Cooper is a designer and fine

Picture: Books Brothers
furniture-maker for
furniture company
Benso, and is a member
of the Institute of
Carpenters. “Builders’
merchants face a number
of challenges. The first
is what to stock in the
way of hardwoods,”
he comments.
“ I appreciate that yard
space is limited and that
they’re still expected to
remain price competitive
whilst competing with
specialist suppliers. As a
furniture maker, many of
whom like me have had
training in timber technology,
and who know how to spot
Picture: Michael Cooper, Benso
defects and identify issues,
when rummaging through a rough sawn stack,
we know immediately when we walk into a
builders merchant’s whether they’re likely to be
able to service our needs.
“First impressions count. If I were to walk
in and see the builders merchant’s general
softwood selection badly handled, looking
shabby, disordered or damaged, it makes you
think that any hardwood stock will be even
worse. The tolerance of defects or damage is far
less acceptable as the cost is far higher per cubic
foot. We can’t afford the cost of hardwood
timber that doesn’t yield a maximum return.”
Newcastle College in the north east. Head of
the Construction Academy at the College,
Jason Howe, also regional chairman for the
Opportunity knocks?
Institute of Carpenters North East/Northern
The Institute of Carpenters (IoC) is rolling out
region, reveals the problems in attracting
a network of City Hubs, recruiting student
youngsters into carpentry & joinery: “Parents
members at many of the colleges teaching
more often encourage their children into
carpentry and joinery and helping them to
engineering than construction. I believe
grow their timber knowledge and experience.
careers guidance in schools misses the
Engaging with these IoC City Hubs could be
opportunity to direct young people into the
fertile ground for builders’ merchants with an
diverse world of construction. Technical
eye on developing a future customerbase.
subjects on the curriculum are being reduced
Carpentry and joinery students at The
rather than prioritised, which gives little
Building Crafts College (BCC) in Stratford on
opportunity to young people who would like to
the outskirts of London are taken through
work with their hands in a thriving industry.”
hardwood and softwood species and wood
IoC President, Geoff Rhodes crystalised the
science knowledge as part of their courses by
opportunity at the recent launch of the BCC’s
tutor Andy Mayes, who is also a member of
City Hub: “The IoC now has 22 colleges in its
the Institute of Carpenters. “We have roughly
national network, each with a college liaison
200 students going through BCC each year,”
officer like Andy Mayes. We’re developing this
he says. “Our students have visited a nearby
network further to address what is a national
specialist timber merchant, Blumson’s, and
skills shortage crisis and a challenge for
visited Crispin’s Veneers, to see for themselves
carpentry & joinery.
the range of materials potentially available
“Collaboration with industry partners who
to work with, in addition to covering wood
are keen to share knowledge and experience is
species and science on the curriculum.”
really helping this process.”
Another location of an IoC City Hub is
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timber I’ll use for all its benefits, idiosyncrasies
and qualities. That might mean looking for
straight or character-full grain, choosing on
tone, examining for defects, and even checking
moisture content of boards on site.
“Some merchants can be uneasy about that,
but it’s what I need to do,” Michael Cooper
affirms. “So the suppliers I use are typically
very open and accommodating. I go armed
with my cutting list and a tape measure. Once I
find the boards I need I’ll work out on site how
I can maximise material efficiency and minimise
waste, as every length of wood in a stack
is unique. That’s what makes the in-person
selection process so vital in my case,” Michael
Cooper says.

Picture: International Timber

1.

HARD CHOICES?
Are merchants missing out on business by not making
available a selection of sustainably-grown hardwoods
from around the world? What are customers looking
for and what’s available? How can merchants assure
sustainable sourcing credentials?

“Y

ou’re lucky to get your
hands on any hardwoods
these days,” speaker
Marcus Jahrling, Fellow
of the Institute of Carpenters, told students
at the launch of the Institute’s London City
Hub at the Building Crafts College (BCC),
underlining some of the problems for those
learning carpentry and joinery in getting to
grips with the true variety of timber available.
“Yet we need to keep developing our young
people’s knowledge through CPD, as we
have a huge skills shortage,” Marcus Jahrling
added. Knowledge of different timber
species is certainly part of courses at the BCC,
but nothing beats hands-on experience in
touching, feeling and appreciating the physical
differences between a selection of hardwood
species from Europe and further afield.

Fine expectations
Fine furniture-maker and designer Michael
Cooper, now working for furniture company
Benso, is also an Institute of Carpenters
member and often has to search hard to
find a sufficient selection of hardwoods from
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builders’ merchants. He says: “From my
experience, most independent furniture-makers
work primarily with a reasonable selection of
key European and North American species
(Oak, Ash, Beech, Maple, Sycamore, are just
a handful of our staple ingredients). We also
need these in reasonable dimensions – boards
at most builders merchants are generally not
wide enough for us. They are perhaps better
for the ‘traditional’ joiner rather than fine
furniture maker: stock is often more suited
to framing, doors, windows and fitted work.
But likewise I’m sure most joiners would also
benefit and be interested in choosing from a
wider selection of species and dimensions.”
How do furniture-makers choose their
timber? What level of service are they
looking for? Michael Cooper explains: “I
go out of my way to use trusted suppliers
that I’ve discovered firsthand, or that have
been recommended by peers. I don’t want
to ‘buy blind’, so I don’t go online or buy
over the ‘phone. I will almost always call up
in advance to check whether my preferred
supplier has what I’m after in stock. I want to
visit, work through the stacks and select the

Board widths
John Dowd, Specialised Product Category
Director at International Timber, echoes
Michael Cooper’s point about stocking
different board widths: “For many merchants
the main difficulty is not having sufficient space
to carry the ideal inventory: boards may not be
the right width or length for bespoke joinery
work, for example. The main hardwood
species we find demand for are American
White Oak, Sapele, Meranti, European Oak,
Beech, and, for decking, Bangkirai. One or
two merchants succeed by keeping a small
stock of hardwoods on the ground in-branch,
but sawn hardwood lumber can be expensive
to stock.
“It’s better to come through to your
timber supplier with any bespoke enquiries.
International Timber maintains a hardwood
sales desk team at each of our depots so our
colleagues will be able to help you find what
you are looking for,” International’s John
Dowd continues. “Ask your customer about
the intended application for the timber, as that
is helpful in identifying alternative species, if
there’s a need to do so. We are here to help
you service your customer’s needs which in
turn will assist in making the sale.”

Sustainable sourcing
The sourcing of hardwoods two decades ago
was in a very different place to where members
of the Timber Trade Federation are today. All
TTF members must adhere to its Responsible
Purchasing Policy, which requires strict due
diligence on responsible sourcing, proving
legality and sustainability on supplies. Part of
this also means engaging with the European
Union’s FLEGT– Forest Law, Enforcement,
Governance and Trade – process, as TTF
Managing Director David Hopkins explains:
“FLEGT licensing is a mechanism for ensuring
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the legality of harvesting and supply at countrylevel, whereas the two main certification
schemes license at individual forest and
producer level. Merchants should watch the
FLEGT space as a number of African countries
are going through the licensing process, which
will eventually make more species available for
purchase under EUTR rules.”

Key species
Which are the main species available and what
are their respective uses? Chris Bowen-Davies,
Key Accounts Manager at Brooks Bros Timber,
outlines some of the species’ detail: “In terms
of African hardwoods, Sapele is our largest
seller. It’s a good all-rounder for external and
internal use, with reasonable density and
good machining capabilities. It’s good for
paint application too. Utile is still favoured as
it tends to be more stable than many external
hardwoods.
“Iroko is classed as Very Durable and lasts
well in outdoor situations. It can be used for
example as cill sections or for other outdoor
joinery. It can also be used in boat-building
and garden furniture, as well as for marine
work,” Brooks’ Chris Bowen-Davies says.
“Idigbo is another durable material, but it
needs a primer coat before any top paint
coat is applied. Its availability from legal and
sustainable sources can be somewhat erratic.
Travelling further round the globe, Meranti,
which comes from the far east, is a very
popular joinery hardwood used in window and
door manufacturing. It paints satisfactorily but
its density can vary considerably.”
More familiar names in hardwoods come
from Europe, the USA and Canada, as Brooks’
Chris Bowen-Davies explains: “Temperate
hardwoods include species like Oak, Ash,
Cherry, Maple and Beech. European Beech in
what’s called ‘paint grade’ (with no defects)
is popular, whereas American Ash and Cherry,
popular sellers in previous years, are less
favoured today. American and Canadian
Maple have seen a slight increase in demand,
but Tulipwood (American Yellow Poplar) is in
high demand as a versatile internal hardwood.
Good length and width specifications are
available and it machines and finishes well.
“Walnut is in demand from designers
and specifiers. We import FSC®-certified
SuperPrime grade. This is re-sawn post kilning
and graded to a high standard on knot size
and frequency. Joiners will get a higher yield
from the boards.
“Oak is of course extremely popular though
much of Europe’s production has been
affected by demand from China. We sell a fair

1. International Timber

2.

2. Brooks Bros
Engineered Sapele
3. Timbmet Red Grandis
4. Michael Cooper,
Benso
5. Brooks Bros Prime
Walnut detailing

3.

4.

volume of French Oak fresh sawn and air dried
beams, alongside kiln dried Oak for joinery
and cladding. Demand for Oak for use in post
and beam construction is still growing,” Chris
Bowen-Davies adds.

Merchant’s view
Merchants are seeing a sales benefit from
stocking the more familiar types of hardwood,
in defined ranges to suit particular market
segments, as Business Development Director
at builders’ merchants MGM Timber, relates:
“We stock a range of hardwood mouldings in
our branches. European Oak mouldings match
the current fashion for Oak flooring, joinery and
kitchens. We also stock Meranti mouldings for
the replacement market, including skirtings,
architraves and window cill sections.

5.

“The market for hardwood mouldings
is very wide-ranging, from the enthusiastic
DIYer to builders and joiners involved in RMI,
window fitters and even housebuilders. Local
housebuilders want to increase the value of
the homes they build by providing a high spec
finish, which is where hardwood mouldings
come in,” Grant Wilson says.
With the advent of EUTR, and with due
diligence systems such as the Timber Trade
Federation’s Responsible Purchasing Policy,
merchants are certainly still vigilant on sourcing,
but are perhaps also becoming more confident.
“We only stock products with full chain of
custody in accordance with our TTF Responsible
Purchasing Policy adherence. Ensuring
sustainable sourcing is of primary importance on
hardwoods,” MGM’s Grant Wilson affirms.
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TAKE YOUR PLACE
ON THE FLOOR
Timber flooring is an increasingly lucrative category for
merchants. It’s especially true in those branches where
kitchen displays attract not only builders but also their
householder customers. Where should a merchant start with
a flooring offering?

I

nvestigating what’s needed below the
surface is an important first step. “The
base of a good flooring installation is
the sub-floor,” says Joan Bailey, Sales
Manager UK & Ireland at UPM. “It needs
to be structurally sound and form the most
stable base possible for whatever goes on
top. As an example, WISA®-Sprucefloor is a
fully-structural FSC®-certified Spruce plywood
specifically designed for this purpose.
“Dimensionally stable, all four edges of each
sheet are tongue & groove for easy fitting,
and it’s suitable for all standard flooring
applications including underfloor heating,”
UPM’s Joan Bailey continues. “It comes in
18mm and 22mm thickness and one pack will
cover the floors in an entire terraced house.
Merchants can buy individual sheet quantities
from our various distributors nationwide,
detailed on our website.”

Two-tier market
Jason Dodd, Sales Manager, Setra Wood
Products says there are two tiers to the solid
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timber flooring market in Britain: “Firstly
there’s the RMI market, where builders need
products for extensions and floorboard
replacement. Secondly there’s the high quality
solid timber flooring side, such as our Setra
Tragolv product.
“Solid timber flooring is a good insulator
and has the natural look and feel that many
customers are after. It also has good acoustic
properties and a warmth that’s sometimes
lacking in laminated flooring. Solid timber
flooring is also good for wellbeing as it’s a low
emission product with great environmental
credentials. It’s also a good fit for those
consumers who want to avoid plastics in
their building materials,” Setra’s Jason Dodd
concludes.
Merchants have been selling certain types
of solid timber flooring for many moons.
Do standard products like planed tongue &
groove still cut the mustard in terms of sales?
Jason Ostler, Managing Director at Arbor
Forest Products, certainly thinks so: “PTG
flooring lost a little ground some years ago
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but has maintained its market share ever since
and is still a good performer for merchants.
Redwood PTG is the higher value product;
whitewood PTG is more the commodity end
of the market where people buy on price.
Whitewood PTG flooring also tends to be
thinner, at 18mm and 25mm nominal sizes.”

Extending value
With many builders’ merchants now
incorporating kitchen showrooms into their
branches, it makes sense to increase the value
of kitchen sales by adding a flooring solution.
Brooks Brothers supply flooring to many
other merchants. Flooring Manager Tom Dee
advises: “For engineered flooring used on
top of joists you need a 20mm thickness. If
it’s a concrete floor there’s no point in having
additional depth so a 14mm thickness product
will suffice. Beech was in fashion a few years
ago but Oak and Walnut are the most popular
veneers today.”
Kitchen flooring needs to be capable of
handing extra moisture. “An engineered
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wood flooring with a lacquered finish is what
we would recommend,” says Josh Burbidge,
Business Development Director with Atkinson
Kirby. “The lacquered finish seals the moisture
out, and performs better in a kitchen situation.
Some customers may prefer to have luxury
vinyl tiles around their sink area: it’s a further
option that merchants can offer.”
With the architectural fashion for kitchens
opening straight onto the garden through
bi-fold glass doors, Rob Eckersley, Director
of The Solid Wood Flooring Company says
homeowners need to choose the finish for
their engineered flooring with due thought to
their domestic situation: “Lacquer sits on the
top layer of the flooring, resisting spills and
offering easier maintenance. UV Oiled boards

Picture: Solid Wood Flooring
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fill the gap in the market between lacquered
products and a natural oiled timber surface.
They are good for high-traffic areas, keeping
you in contact with the natural texture of the
wood surface.”

Selling a lifestyle
What are consumers looking for when
considering flooring as part of a kitchen
package? Tom Andrews, Sales Director for the
Sheffield Area at Arnold Laver, explains: “With
kitchen flooring you’re selling the lifestyle and
the ‘look’, not the product. People are less
likely to be interested in price if they are after
a certain aesthetic. Engineered flooring is
more stable and moves less than other flooring
types, so gaps don’t open up. You still have
the benefit of being able to sand the floor and
re-finish it as there’s usually a 4mm depth of
veneer on the top.”
How are engineered flooring products selling
today in builders’ merchant outlets? From a
builders’ merchant’s viewpoint, Grant Wilson
at MGM Timber in Scotland sees engineered

timber flooring as only rising in demand:
“We sell less solid wood flooring these days,
whereas engineered wood flooring sales are
definitely growing. We have a wide range
of species to offer including engineered
Beech, Ash, Walnut, Maple and Oak, but
it’s Oak which is by far the most popular.
There’s no doubt that engineered flooring is
a very competitive market, but we also offer
matching products. For example alongside our
engineered Oak flooring we offer Oak doors,
facings and architraves, to complete the look
for the householder.”

Checking supply chains
With the supply chain for engineered flooring
being a complex one, often involving products
and components moving from one side of
the world to the other, the Timber Trade
Federation has launched a research stream
within its Flooring Working Group to check
that flooring product claims of sustainable and
European origins are accurate.
“China is the largest supplier of flooring
into the UK, so it makes sense to start our
research and testing here,” reveals TTF
Managing Director David Hopkins. “There
are some excellent products manufactured in
the far east, and also in Europe. Yet previous
research findings in other product categories
make us aware that we should rigorously
check on the material sourcing claims made by
manufacturers overseas.”
“As timber merchants we take our
environmental and purchasing due diligence
very seriously,” says Brooks Brothers’ Tom
Dee. “We have been working with one
flooring factory in the Far East for 25 years:
their compliance manager originally worked for
an NGO. In addition to our TTF Responsible
Purchasing Policy compliance and our other
certifications, each and every box of our
engineered timber flooring carries the Nature’s
Barcode system. It can track the origins of
the timber back to its origins using scientific
methods.”
Brooks Brothers took this step to provide
clear assurance of the Western European
origins and legality of Oak used in its flooring
products manufactured in China. The
assessment also includes Isotope testing and
full documentary due diligence.

Strict due diligence
Rob Eckersley at The Solid Wood Flooring
Company, agrees with taking a strict approach
to due diligence: “We applaud the TTF’s efforts
to improve the reputation of the wood flooring
sector, though we feel that research shouldn’t
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just be focused on China. We feel that more
attention should be given to the risk factors
with wood products sourced from many other
countries including those within Europe. Our
advice to anyone sourcing product from
Europe is to check back along the supply chain
beyond the producer as a standard part of their
due diligence.”
Arnold Laver’s Tom Andrews holds similar
views: “Check that what you think you are
buying is correctly described. We only buy
from European Union manufacturers and we
also do our own due diligence, in addition
to ensuring they have FSC® and/or PEFC™
certification. We will never buy flooring
products from an unknown entity overseas,”
he affirms.
For heritage properties and conservation
projects, solid wood flooring may be specified
by the architect, but help to gain the business
is available from TTF member suppliers. Brooks
Brothers’ Tom Dee, comments “There are
occasions when we’ve been asked to replace
heritage hardwood flooring for customers on
special order – including for the Houses of
Parliament and Buckingham Palace! We are
one of the few companies able to machine
75mm Oak flooring for older and historic
buildings.”
Timber flooring solutions certainly come
in many guises to suit all sizes of customer
budgets. But whichever you choose, ensure
you do your due diligence, or get help from
your supplier, to ensure you are selling ‘Timber
you can Trust’.
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IT’S
SHOWTIME
As Britain prepares for its annual round of flower shows,
keen gardeners are preparing themselves for the long
summer ahead.
What has the timber sector got to
offer this summer?

S

oftwood decking is still a strong market
for merchants but many different
types of solid wood and composite
decking are now available to freshen
the merchant offering and attract higher value
customers, as John Dowd, Specialised Product
Category Director at International Timber,
comments: “There will always be a market
for softwood decking, but people are now
becoming more discerning in their choices.
Composite decking already has a significant
presence in the UK and is showing everincreasing growth across wider markets, for
example in Germany.”

New opportunities
“New options and opportunities are also
coming into the market, such as decking
made from Accoya, with all the durability and
aesthetic benefits which that modified material
represents,” International’s John Dowd states.
“Hardwood decking is seeing a resurgence
in popularity,” says Richard Mosson, Group
Decking & Cladding Manager at James Latham
Timber. “Hardwoods are more dimensionally
stable and durable, especially thermally-treated
hardwoods.”
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Yet it is wood-plastic composite decking
which is increasingly stealing a march on its
rivals, with numerous products available on the
market, through not all of them high quality, as
Latham’s Richard Mosson confirms: “Composite
decking is here to stay and is gradually eating
away at softwood’s share of the market.
Largely a price-driven market, cheap Chinese
and Eastern European products are gradually
losing favour due to their relatively high failure
rate. Some larger DIY sheds have had to recall
a lot of composite decking, for example, when
complaints were raised.
“Cheaper products are made from PVC mixed
with wood fibre,” he continues. “To make them
less slippery their surface is abraded, allowing
water ingress and exposure of the wood fibre.
Leaves, bird droppings and barbecue grease
are therefore more likely to stain the abraded
surface. Merchants should aim to stock a better
quality product which is fully encapsulated and
sealed, to protect their customers and to protect
their own reputations,” he advises.

Stocking composites
Opportunities are such that the ability to hold
stock of composite decking now confers
benefits to bottom line, as Lee Heitzman, Trex
Area Sales Manager at Arbor Forest Products,
explains: “Composite decking sales have risen
substantially in recent years and merchants now
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understand there is a need to offer a composite
product alongside their traditional softwood
decking. The ability to hold physical stocks of
composite decking products rather than selling
from samples is obviously a business benefit,
enabling you to immediately answer sales
enquiries before customers can decide to go
elsewhere.
“At Arbor Forest, we now have coming up to
300 merchant stockists of our Trex composite
decking around the country, and the number
keeps growing,” Lee Heitzman affirms.
“Offering a reliable high quality composite
decking product creates a bond of trust with
your customer, which then benefits other parts
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of your business. Composite decking used to be
perceived as a higher-priced product. With the
new ranges coming through from Trex you can
now offer your customers varying price points to
meet their different budget levels.”
The question of whether to stock depends
partly on space and partly on the service
agreement you may have with your supplier,
according to Nigel McKillop, Sales Director
UK at Metsä Wood: “We have our own
composite decking product and this is available
in modern colourways including grey and black.
Merchants need not carry stock since we deliver
to them twice a week and can quickly fulfil any
requirement for composite decking.”

Wider deck boards
Changes are afoot in the composite decking
market according to David Whitehill, Director
at Compass Forest Products: “We’re seeing
the general move in the indoor flooring market
being mirrored in composite decking, in that
boards are definitely getting wider. Up to now,
composite decking boards have reflected the
traditional 120mm and 145mm sizes in the
softwood decking market. With more kitchen
renovations now opening directly onto gardens,
there’s a need to carry the visual aesthetic
through to outside.
“Our new PEFC™-certified TruDeck product
manufactured in Germany, offers193mm boards
in contemporary Silver Ash and Woodland
Brown colourways. Wider boards also offer a
saving to the fitter needing less fixings and less
time to lay. The figuring on the boards is not
repetitive: it follows the natural patterns found in
solid wood.”
In addition to composite products, specialist
decking can give merchants a new window onto
sales, says Metsä Wood’s Nigel McKillop: “With
the introduction of more outdoor recreational
areas either in public houses, clubs, care homes
and children’s nurseries, WalkSure’s noisesuppressing ability, BS-accredited low slip rating,
and the softer surface for anyone who may fall,
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has given it a distinct market advantage over
aggregate-filled anti-slip decking. GrasseDeck
has found its place in urban settings, for town
and rooftop gardens, particularly as it dries out
quickly after rain.
“Both WalkSure® and our GrasseDeck® are
best sold to customers by engaging them with a
sample, whether this is a two-inch sample block
on the counter, or a longer piece hanging on the
wall,” adds Metsä’s Nigel McKillop. “It’s the feel
of them which is important to customers who
might purchase these added value products. We
also support merchants with positive customer
testimonials and POS. Customers value the
reassurance that others have created great
spaces with these products.”

Specialist displays?
Is it worthwhile for merchants to install such
specialist products in external displays? Metsä’s
Nigel McKillop says perhaps not: “Landscaping
displays that include decking of any kind can
be useful where there’s space. Being honest,
though, they only work well if they are kept
looking great all year round. We sometimes
find that other products for sale have been
put on top of them, so it’s impossible for the
customer to get a feel for what they will look
like in situ. We also know from our data analysis
that the majority of merchant customers come
in regularly to branch, so a landscaping display
that isn’t refreshed or changed around regularly
ceases to grab their attention and they go back
to their basic buying patterns.”
He adds that decking accessories can be
a useful add-on to merchant decking sales:
“When we first started offering decking
products at least 20 years ago, the decking
accessories everyone wanted were of matching
timber. Today that’s very different: decking
accessories featuring steel and glass are
extremely popular to give a contemporary feel.

Garden timber cladding
Beyond the cut and thrust of the decking market,

merchants looking for a consistent seller should
take another look a timber cladding for garden
buildings, says Jason Ostler, Managing Director
at Arbor Forest Products: “Although many
merchants now sell complete sheds and garden
buildings, external cladding for shed repairs and
shed-building is still a profitable category to stock.
We’re now seeing merchants adding value to
that offering by selling pressure-treated external
claddings, such as shiplaps, lifting these products
out of the commodity bracket. The correct
preservative pressure treatment for external
claddings is to Use Class 3, for external timbers
used above ground.”

Right treatment
The Timber Trade Federation, as part of its
Timber you can Trust campaign, is working to
reinforce knowledge in the merchant sector on
the different types of timber treatment. Use
Class 2-treated timbers are suitable for internal
use only; Use Class 3 treatment is for products
like cladding which are used externally but
only above ground, and Use Class 4 treatment
is for timbers which are in contact with the
ground, whether that is permanently, such as
fence posts and decking joists, or temporarily.
“It’s extremely important that all merchant
staff understand these three different levels
of treatment and sell the appropriate treated
product for the end use,” concludes TTF
Managing Director David Hopkins.
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ALTERNATIVE THINKING

GREENWASH OR
SALES BENEFIT?
Wood’s environmental credentials are strong, yet so far
are little used by merchants in marketing timber and
wood-based products. We look at some of the latest
products, developments and opportunities available.
Picture: Wood Protection Association
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T

he topics of healthy buildings and
wellbeing are already being tapped
into across the construction sector,
connecting with consumers and their
needs. And no wonder, with an average of one
in 10 people suffering from asthma these days,
according to Allergy UK.
In the timber sector, future-gazers are
going one further, and looking at the ‘circular
economy’ movement as a way to enhance
timber’s already sturdy green credentials, as
Wood For Good’s Campaign Director Christiane
Lellig explains: “To truly encompass the
philosophy of the circular economy means
a lot more than recycling wood fibre back
into products. In Sweden, Lithuania and
Switzerland for example, new business models
for construction are available. Instead of buying
a house or a school, for example, buildings can
be leased. When the building is finished with,
it is simply packed up and taken elsewhere to
be re-used. In addition, some companies offer
buy-back schemes to their clients. The test will
be how many times a building can be re-used in
different places and formats.”
Looking at the potential of a circular
economy at a more down-to-earth level is
Craig Bartlett, Managing Director of MDF
Recovery: “Around 10% of all the wood
waste in the UK is estimated to be MDF,” he
relates. “We are a technology business, selling
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our method of recycling the various component
materials of MDF back into sectors such as MDF
manufacturing, insulation production and the
waste recycling industries. It has taken a number
of years to develop and patent our method but
we feel it’s been well worthwhile.
“There are over a million tonnes of MDF
produced in the UK each year, and 40 years’
worth of material already in buildings and shops,
which in future will need to be recycled. We will
be announcing the first major application of our
technology shortly,” Craig Bartlett adds. “Wood
waste comes in for recycling mixed together with
other wood types. Waste wood recyclers are
already fed up with the amount of MDF coming
into their waste streams which can’t easily be
recycled.
“There is an opportunity to create value
throughout the supply chain, right down to
merchants and the joinery & building sectors,
by segregating MDF waste and returning it
for recycling,” Craig Bartlett states. “We have
undertaken trials with contractors and also with
a major UK retail chain, segregating their MDF
waste from other wood, which proved that this
can be viable. Wood fibre emerging from the
MDF recycling process can, for example, be reused in producing wood fibre insulation, which is
beneficial in construction of healthy buildings.”
Wood fibre insulation is gaining popularity
with architects and specifiers, and could prove

a good future category for builders’ merchants,
according to Craig Colligan, National Sales
Manager for Housing at Steico UK: “The
products need to be understood if merchants
wish to benefit from selling them, the same as
with any other timber product. The humidity
regulation aspect of wood fibre insulation
helps with asthma. Damp, humid houses
are breeding places for house dust mites and
mould, both of which are asthma triggers. We
have been insulating our homes with wood for
many centuries: other types of insulation are
comparatively recent introductions. If a house is
being designed to feature wood throughout it
makes sense to use wood fibre for the insulation
as well.”
Investigation into any potential health impact
of using treated timber in the fabric of a
building has already been confirmed as minimal
through independent research undertaken
by BRE for the Wood Protection Association
(WPA). Some consumers have other concerns
about treatments and external wood products.
The WPA advises that pre-treated timber and
sleepers, with the exception of creosote-treated,
are suitable for vegetable beds, planters and
compost heaps. Pre-treated to Use Class 4, the
timber needs no further treatment during its
service life, which should be a minimum of 15
years according to British Standard 8417. The
preservatives used in timber pre-treatment plants
are approved for use by the Health & Safety
Executive. Evidence of the correct treatment
having been applied can be found when buying
wood treated under the WPA’s Benchmark
quality scheme.
To increase knowledge on the wood and
wellbeing agenda, TRADA has issued a new
guide, entitled: ‘Timber and healthy buildings:
indoor air quality’. Rupert Scott, TRADA’s
Membership & Marketing Manager, comments:
“The healthy buildings movement is organic and
dynamic and is not going to go away. While it is
a developing topic it’s something that merchants
should at least be aware of.” TRADA also has
interesting case studies online on the healthy
buildings theme. “A particular case study
features Sunbeam’s Music Centre in Penrith,
a building designed to incorporate the health
and wellbeing concept right from the start. The
Centre provides a learning environment for
children with special needs to experience music
in a positive environment.”
David Hopkins, TTF Managing Director,
summarises the opportunity: “Timber is already
the merchant’s most profitable category. It
therefore makes sense to increase your
knowledge of wood’s role in wellbeing, so your
business can continue bringing in a healthy profit
on wood.”

